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DPSM/ESERO

Framework for Inquiry
THEME

ENGINEERS WEEK 2022 – NATURE’S ENGINEERS
Strand: Living Things; Materials; Environmental Awareness and Care.
Strand Unit: Plant and Animal Life, Properties and Characteristics of Materials.

CURRICULUM

Curriculum Objectives: Observe, identify and investigate the animals and plants that live in local environments; Group
and compare living things according to their similarities and differences; Observe and explore some ways in which plant
and animal behaviour is influenced by or adapted to environmental conditions.
Skills Development - Working Scientifically: Questioning, Observing, Predicting, Analysing, Investigating, Recording
and Communicating; Design, plan and carry out simple investigations; Designing and Making: Exploring, Planning,
Making, Evaluating.
Considerations
for inclusion

ENGAGE
THE TRIGGER
Watch: Natural feeding
adaptations in whales

WONDERING


What is engineering?

EXPLORING
Research different animals and how
they are adapted to eat different
types of food



Watch: How birds camouflage
their nests

Are there different types of
engineering?



Watch: Beavers: Dam Good
Engineers

Do engineers only work on big
things like roads and buildings?



Can you think of an unusual or
unexpected place where you can
see engineering at play?



Do you think animals can be
engineers? Which animals do you
think use engineering?

Watch: Gardening for
Biodiversity: How to improve
your garden for birds

What natural designs have evolved in
plants and animals to allow them to
adapt to their environment?

Whales


Research different types of
whales especially those found in
Irish waters



Look at the differences in the
mouths of baleen and toothed
whales

Birds
Find out about Irish garden birds
Observe the birds visiting your
school yard



Feeding – bird beaks, different
types of teeth, sucking mouthparts
in insects



Climbing and grasping

Nature’s Engineers



Nocturnal vision



What designs do animals build for
themselves?


Bees and honeycomb, wasps’
nests, ant hills and termite mounds



Caddis fly cases



Birds’ nests
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Look for examples of engineering
in nature at home and at school –
bird nests etc.

Consider
potential area
of difficulty
for students
with Special
Educational
Needs.
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Considerations
for inclusion

ENGAGE
THE TRIGGER

WONDERING

EXPLORING

Are there any animals who improve
the environment for themselves and
others?


Beavers as Ecosystem Engineers



Woodpeckers creating homes in
hollow trees



Elephants creating and
maintaining habitats for other
wildlife



Corals acting as a home for marine
creatures

Improving Habitats


Look around your school
grounds. Do you think there is
enough space given to nature?



Are native trees, plants and
wildflowers allowed to flower and
fruit?



Is there enough food water and
shelter for a variety of bird,
animal and invertebrate species?



Go on a minibeast hunt – how
many can we find? Do some parts
of the school have more than
others?



How many different tree or shrub
species can you spot – are any of
them native species?



How many types of wildflowers
can you spot?



Can you see any examples of
the wildlife in your school using
engineering in their habitats?

Can we use our own engineering
skills to help plants and animals and
improve biodiversity?
Can human engineers learn from
nature?

INVESTIGATION – HOW DO WHALES FEED?
STARTER QUESTION
Which feeding method
will collect the greater
numbers of prey?

CONDUCTING THE
INVESTIGATION

SHARING: INTERPRETING
THE DATA / RESULTS



Half fill a shallow tray
or basin with water



Collect results in a
table



Add a cup of rice
cereal on top



Calculate averages for
each feeding method



Give each member of
the group 20 seconds
to scoop cereal from
the water using a
comb



Compare numbers of
prey for each method





Count the cereal
pieces retrieved by
each member

Which method
produced the greatest
numbers of prey?



Were you surprised
by the results?



Repeat the same
investigation using
a tweezers for 20
seconds each



How did your results
compare to other
groups?



Is this an accurate
representation of
whale feeding?



Why / why not?
(Consider size of
prey)

PREDICTING
Will we collect more
cereal pieces from the
water by filter feeding
(using a comb to
represent whale baleen)
or picking individual
prey (using a tweezers
to represent hunting by
toothed whale)
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Consider
potential area
of difficulty
for students
with Special
Educational
Needs.
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DPSM/ESERO

Framework for Inquiry
DESIGN CHALLENGE A – DESIGN AND MAKE BIRD FEEDERS
SUITABLE FOR BIRDS WITH DIFFERENT FEATURES
STARTER QUESTION
(EXPLORE)


What types of birds
visit our school?



Are they all the
same size?





Are their beaks and
feet the same size
and shape?
Do you think they
could all feed in
the same way?

CONDUCTING THE
INVESTIGATION
(MAKE)

PLANNING
(PLAN)
Think about what
types of food you
would like to feed
the birds.



What materials will
you use to make
the feeders?



How will the birds
perch on the
feeder? (Consider
foot design).



How will the birds
access the food?
(Consider beak
design).













Make your feeder from
recycled or natural
materials.
Think about the best
place to hang your
feeder.
How will you ensure
that the feeder stays in
place?
Try making different
types of feeders and
filling with the same
food type.

SHARING: INTERPRETING THE
DATA / RESULTS (EVALUATE)


Did your feeders attract birds?



Were the birds able to feed
from them?



Did the feeders stay in place?



Observe and record the
numbers and types of birds
visiting each feeder.



Record the amount of food
eaten from each feeder.



Were there differences?



Can you draw any conclusions
about the suitability of
different feeders for different
birds?

Try making similar
feeders and filling them
with different food.

DESIGN CHALLENGE B – DESIGN AND MAKE AN ANIMAL HABITAT
STARTER QUESTION
(EXPLORE)
Do a biodiversity survey
in your school










PLANNING
(PLAN)


Are there trees for
birds to roost and
nest?
Are there native
hedgerows that are
allowed to produce
flowers and fruit?



Are there areas
where grass is
allowed to grow
long for pollinators?



Are there sources
of water for birds /
bees?
Record numbers
and types of birds,
minibeasts and
native trees and
plants found.

Draw a
biodiversity map
of your school
and mark on
the areas that
are good for
biodiversity.
Mark on
areas where
improvements
could be made.
Identify suitable
areas for bird
boxes, bat boxes,
feeders, water
sources etc.

SHARING: INTERPRETING
THE DATA / RESULTS
(EVALUATE)

CONDUCTING THE INVESTIGATION
(MAKE)
First concentrate on maintaining
and protecting the existing
habitat:


Reduce mowing and allow
wildflowers to grow.



Don’t cut native hedges every
year (allow them to fruit and
flower).



Allow ivy to grow on trees,
fences and boundary walls.

Make and / or add in
enhancements to the habitat
where possible:


Plant native trees or shrubs.



Bird / bat boxes.



Earth banks for solitary bees.



Mini wildlife pond.



Log piles for insects.
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Repeat your biodiversity
survey


Have you provided more
natural food and shelter
for wildlife?



Are there more wild
plants?



Are there sources of
water for birds / bees?



Are there more sheltered
nesting sites?



Record numbers
and types of birds,
minibeasts and native
trees and plants found.



Have you noticed any
new species in your
school?



Have numbers of birds,
insects etc increased?

Considerations
for inclusion
Consider
potential area
of difficulty
for students
with Special
Educational
Needs.
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DPSM/ESERO

Framework for Inquiry
Considerations
for inclusion

TAKE THE NEXT STEP
APPLYING LEARNING

MAKING CONNECTIONS

THOUGHTFUL ACTIONS

Research other ways that animals engineer their own structures


Watch: What’s inside a wasp nest.



Watch: How do caddisflies protect themselves?



Can you find other examples of engineering in the animal kingdom?

Gall wasps are fascinating insects that get trees and plants to construct homes for their larvae.


Watch: The Crazy Cribs of Parasitic Wasps.



Look for different types of galls in your environment. Oak trees have many different types, but they can also be
found on many other Irish tree species.

Often engineers are inspired by designs in the natural world. This is called biomimicry


Can you think of any examples of human designs that are influenced by the natural world?



Watch: Examples of biomimicry.



Watch: Buildings inspired by termite mounds.

Cross Curricular Links
Geography: habitats of different animals around the world; History: inventions and discoveries inspired by nature;
Language: Oral language, recounts, descriptive writing, creative writing inspired by nature’s engineers.
Connections with SFI Discover Science and Maths Awards
Investigate how whales feed could be used for Step 1: Living Things.
Design and Make Bird Feeders could be used for Step 1: Living Things / Environmental Awareness and Care or Step 3
Engineering.
Design and Make an Animal Habitat could be used for Step 1: Living Things / Environmental Awareness and Care or
Step 3 Engineering.
*Remember to include each activity only once in your log of evidence. You cannot include the same activity under more
than one step.
Connections with Sustainable Development Goals
14: Life Below Water
15: Life on Land
 Did I meet my learning objectives?
 Are the children moving on with their science skills?

REFLECTION

 Are there cross curriculum opportunities here?
 What went well, what would I change?
 Did I take into account the individual learning needs of my students with SEN? What
differentiation strategies worked well?
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Consider
potential area
of difficulty
for students
with Special
Educational
Needs.
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Investigation

Class Level: Senior

How do Whales Feed?
Curriculum Links
Strand:

Living Things.

Strand Unit:

Plants and Animals.

Curriculum Objectives:

Observe and explore some ways in which plant and animal behaviour is influenced by,
or adapted to, environmental conditions.

Skills Development:

Questioning; Observing; Estimating and Measuring; Investigating and Experimenting;
Interpreting; Analysing; Recording and Communicating.

New words:

Baleen, Filter Feeder, Large Particle Feeder.

Focail Nua:

Beathú (Feeding), Cothú (Nutrition), Biashlabhra (Food chain).

Cross curricular links:

Maths: Number, operations.

Equipment/Materials:

Old Plastic Tub or Baking tray which can hold approximately 1 litre of water when only
1/3 to ½ full. Small plastic tubs or containers which students can bring in from home
(6 per group). Rice Krispies or dried rice cereal (1 box should do a class). Comb or small
sieve (1 per group). Tweezers or fork (1 per group). Paper Towel. Old hand towel (1 per
group). Worksheet (1 per group).

Engage
Trigger questions / Wondering:


What different ways do animals
feed?



What do people use to eat?



How do your pets feed?
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Exploring
Using images of animal or a list of animals created by the learners consider the different ways animals feed. Discuss
if animals have different mouth parts depending on the food they eat. Could you predict what an animal feeds on by
examining its mouth parts? Are all mouth parts the same? Do all animals have teeth?
Ask learners to also consider food chains and webs? Do all the animals in the chain have the same feeding method?
How do feeding methods change as we move along food chains, for example from the source (sun) to the top
(predators)?
Explain that we are going to focus on marine mammals in this exercise and that the learners are going to explore which
feeding type is best suited for capturing small prey such as zooplankton in the ocean.
Talk to your class about cetaceans and discuss the differences between baleen and toothed whales and dolphins. Ask
your students to look up photos and information or show them images and talk to them about both types of animals.
Discuss what they think these animals may feed on, what do students think these mouth parts would be suited for, fish
or small plants and animals in the ocean (plankton)?

Background Info
Baleen Whales – Basic Information
Baleen whales use flexible plates, called baleen plates, which are attached to the upper jaw to feed. Examples of
baleen whales include humpbacks, blue and fin whales to name a few. To feed, baleen whales swim to the surface of
the water, open their mouth, take in a mouthful of water and close their mouths. They push the water out through the
baleen plates, trapping any small prey in the plates as the water is passing through. They then use their tongue to clean
the prey off the plates and swallow them.
Baleen whales tend to follow plankton blooms as they move up and down through the ocean. Humpback and blue
whales travel to the polar areas during the summer, to feed while plankton is plentiful, while other baleen whales feed
at the surface during day light hours while phytoplankton (tiny microscopic plants) has come to the surface to get the
sun’s energy for photosynthesis. Baleen whales can eat thousands of pounds of food in one day, grazing as they move
through the ocean.
Toothed Whales – Basic Information
Toothed whales have teeth similar to humans. They feed by grabbing their prey with their teeth, and often hunt as a
pod, swimming fast and diving deep to catch their prey. They feed on one or two prey at a time. Examples of toothed
whales include killer whales, sperm whales, common dolphins, porpoises, and bottlenose dolphins. Examples of prey
include fish, seals, penguins, sharks and giant squid.
Ask students to consider the following marine food chains:
Phytoplankton (tiny microscopic plants) – Zooplankton (microscopic animals) – Baleen Whale
Phytoplankton – Zooplankton – Small Fish such as mackerel – Toothed Whale
Real World Application
Food chains and webs – some animals are generalists and eat a large variety of food, while others are specialists and
only feed on very specific food. What would that mean for these animals’ survival if something changed in the food
chain or web?
Caring for animals, such as pets or those you live in zoos and aquariums.
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Investigate
We will be modelling the feeding methods of different
types of whales.
Starter question
Which feeding method will collect the greatest numbers
of prey (cereal) in water?
Predicting
Will we collect greater numbers of prey by filter feeding
or grabbing prey directly?

Conducting Investigation
Divide the class into groups of three. Assign roles if needed (recorder/ time keeper/ gatherer). Provide each group with
materials or ask gatherers to collect materials.
Your class will begin by pretending to be a Baleen Whale, using the comb or sieve. Fill the tray with 1 approximately
litre of water (there should be enough that the cup of rice cereal floats but that water does not spill over the top). Add
one cup of dried rice cereal (prey).
Allow each member of the group in turn to skim the comb or sieve over the surface of the water, in one sweeping
motion. Carefully remove the pieces of cereal and place them in a tub or reusable container. Repeat this action for a
maximum of 20 seconds per person. Each member may keep their cereal pieces separate, to represent three separate
feeding trials. Please note groups cannot pin the prey against the sides of the tray.
Once all the members of the group have had their 20 seconds, they should separate and count their cereal pieces.
You may want to provide toothpicks to make separating the pieces easier. Ask groups to complete the data sheet and
calculate the total number of prey caught, and the average if possible.
Ask groups to get ready for the next activity – clean their work area, dry the table and comb or sieve, and place the
soggy prey back in the tray.
Next your class will pretend to be a toothed whale, by using the tweezers or fork.
Give each member of the group 20 seconds to try to catch prey using their tweezers and place on a piece of paper
towel. Each member may keep their cereal pieces separate, to represent three separate feeding trials. Please note
groups cannot pin or trap prey against the bottom or the sides of the tray.
Once all the members of the group have had their turns, they should separate and count their cereal pieces. Ask groups
to complete the data sheet and calculate the total number of prey caught, and the average if possible.
Ask groups to clean up their work area. Use the comb to remove any remaining cereal from the water and place in the
compost bin. Put the water in the sink. Dry the tweezers, comb and tray, and use the old towel to dry the table/ work
area.
Ask students to represent their data using a graph, poster or video clip.
Explain how they will need to provide information such as labels, headings, what the investigation was about, what the
results were (numbers and averages) and reasons why they think they got these results.
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Sharing data/results


Discuss the results/ data.



What were the differences between the baleen whale and toothed whale activities?



Which type of feeding caught the most prey / least prey?



Do you think that baleen whales are evolved / adapted to feed on small prey such as plankton?



Do you think toothed and baleen whales would feed on the same size prey?



Do you think a different feeding method would work better for larger prey? How could we test this?

Take the Next Step
Discuss what the class have discovered about different feeding types. Discuss where the different whales
would feed. Do some research about different species of whales. What are the challenges whales would face in
the oceans?
Compare these feeding methods to how plants feed / get their nutrition. Are there any plants that feed like
animals?
Ask learners to use ICT to explore images of types of pollution that can end up in the environment. What size is
it? Does in float or sink? What colour is it? Does it resemble any of the animals’ natural prey? (e.g., plastic bags
and balloons resemble jellyfish in the water)
Ask learners to consider what will happen to food chains and webs if one animals or link in the chain is
impacted by human activities such as destroying a habitat or pollution. Are animals with certain types of
feeding method impacted more than others by different human activities? Can learners identify any patterns?
Adapt for Home:
Create a list of animals in your home or garden. Can learners alter the school investigation to explore feeding
habits of animals in their garden?
Adapt for Junior/Senior level:
Create a list or set of images of different animals from your locality or around the world in class. Ask students
to sort the animals into groups based on how they feed.
Follow-up challenge/project/citizen science link:


Learn about the impact of microbeads on ocean life and take part in the Beat the Microbead campaign.



Can learners find out more information about whales and dolphins around Ireland? Check out the Irish
Whale and Dolphin Group website.

Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) Links:
Goal 14: Life Below Water
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Design Challenge

Season: This activity can be created in autumn for use during the winter.
Class Level: Junior / Senior / Family

Design Challenge A – Design and
make Bird feeders suitable for birds
with different features
Curriculum Links
Strand:

Living Things.

Strand Unit:

Plants and Animals.

Curriculum Objectives:

Observe, identify and investigate the animals and plants that live in local environments;
Group and compare living things into sets according to their similarities and differences;
Identify the interrelationships and interdependence between plants and animals in
local and other habitat; Observe and explore some ways in which plant and animal
behaviour is influenced by, or adapted to, environmental conditions.

Skills Development:

Working scientifically (Investigating and experimenting, Observing, Questioning).

Cross curricular links:

Geography, Art, construction. Maths, presentation of results. ICT, can use construction
apps for design.

New words:

Bird populations, monitor.

Focail Nua:

Beathadán éan (Bird feeder).

Equipment/Materials:

Learners should discuss materials and plan their own feeders. Materials could include:
500ml empty plastic bottle with cap. Twine. Seeds and nuts (Sunflower, pumpkin, nyger,
corn, peanuts, flax, porridge oats etc). Lard. Recycled materials (Bottles, containers,
yogurt pots, egg boxes etc.). Natural materials such as pinecones. Pencils, twigs or
lollipop sticks for perches. Scissors
Visit the Birdwatch Ireland website for lots of great resources to help you identify
common garden birds and for tips on what to feed and how.
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Engage
Trigger questions:
Look at photos of different birds. The Birdwatch Ireland website is a great
source of pictures and information on Ireland’s birds.


What do birds eat?



Where do birds find their food?



Are different birds adapted to eat different types of food?



How can we help birds to find food?



Will the same type of garden bird feeder be suitable for all birds?



What birds visit our school yard?



What other types of habitat do birds live in?



Where would we go to see other types of bird?



Do the birds that live in cities also live in the countryside?

Background
In winter we often put birdseed out in our gardens as it is difficult for birds to find insects, worms, seeds, and berries.
Not all birds eat the same types of food. Seabirds eat shellfish and some birds even eat other animals! Not all birds
can land on or feed from a bird feeder as they are different sizes, have different beaks or different types of feet. For
example, a bird with webbed feet like a duck would not be able to perch on a bird feeder.
Real world application
As there are less and less green areas and wild habitats available for birds, certain species are finding it increasingly
difficult to find food during the winter months (and indeed, at other times of the year as well). By providing bird
feeders, local populations of wild birds can be sustained and protected thus helping the environment stay healthy. Bird
feeders should only be a secondary source of food. It is far more important to provide natural sources of food, water
and shelter for birds by protecting wild areas and making space for native trees, plants and insects in our schools,
gardens and local areas.

Design challenge
Explore
Look at the birdwatch Ireland website to learn about Irish birds. See which ones learners can recognise. Study features
such as size, body shape, beak type, feet, wings. The book Robby the Christmas Robin by Dale Treadwell is a great
introduction to different birds and the food they like to eat.


Observe the birds in your school yard. How many different types are there?



Record what they look like, can you identify them?



What types of beak/feet/wings do they have? Are they large or small?



What food do you think they would need to eat to have a healthy diet? Are there any foods that we want to avoid?
This will give you a baseline of what birds are there before you create and test your feeders.
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Plan


Which type of local bird do you want to create a feeder for? What size beak/type of feet do they have?



What will go into the feeder? Think about the type and size of food and how the bird will access it.



Think about where you will place the feeder so the birds will have easy access to it, but that will not cause an
obstruction to others e.g., it should be placed away from busy areas.



Will the feeder be attached to anything so it won’t be carried away by another animal e.g., will it be safely hung
from a tree, railing, balcony or other structure?



What size opening does the feeder need to have to suit the beak of the bird, how big does the platform need to be
to suit the birds foot size. Ideally different designs should be used to test what birds like in their feeders.



Discuss the materials you will use and draw a plan for your feeder.



If available, learners can use construction apps to design their feeder such as Solidworks apps for kids.

Make


Make a feeder suitable for your bird out of recycled
materials such as plastic bottles and cartons or natural
materials. Ensure the materials are washed in soapy water
before use.



Fill your feeder with the food suitable for your bird and
place it in the yard in a safe place where it can be easily
observed from a distance.

Evaluate
Monitor the feeders and record how many birds and what
species of bird visit them. Remember to try and make it a fair
test. If you have different types of feeders, you could use the
same food. If you have very similar feeders, you could use
different types of food. Learners can present the results in bar
charts or pictograms.
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Take the Next Step
Adapt for Home:
Create another feeder for your garden at home (or bring your feeder home). Explore what birds are enjoying
your feeder at home? Are they different to the ones you saw in school or are they the same?
Adapt for Senior level:
Use food colouring to colour some of the birds feed, see if colour affects how many or what type of bird visits
that feeder. Note the results and explain the results to the class.
Using your feeders and a garden bird identification key, try and identify each species of bird that visits your
bird feeder. Use characteristics like colour, beak shape, size to help. Identifying birds can be a difficult but
hugely rewarding learning experience. Visit the Birdwatch Ireland website for lots of great resources to help
you identify common garden birds.
Follow-up challenge/project/citizen science link:


Based on your bird investigations you can create a bird species guide for your school or home. You will
often see these posters at the entrances to parks to help people learn what birds and animals live there.
Now you can have a special bespoke one for your school. Feel free to update the poster when new birds are
identified.



Investigate bird adaptations.



Take part in the Irish Garden Bird Survey by Bird Watch Ireland from December to February

Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) Links:
Goal 15: Life on Land
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Design Challenge

Class Level: All

Design Challenge B – Design
And Make An Animal Habitat
Curriculum Links
Strand:

Environmental Awareness and Care; Living Things.

Strand Unit:

Environmental Awareness; Caring for the Environment.

Curriculum Objectives:

Appreciate that people share the environment with plant and animal life.

Skills Development:

Explore; Plan; Make and Evaluate.

New words/vocabulary:

Habitat, Shelter, Hibernaculum.

Focail Nua:

Bosca neathóg (Habitat Box), Fothain (Shelter / Protection), Foscadán (Shelter
/ Structure), Óstán gráinneog (Hedgehog hotel), Pailneoir (Pollinator), Pailniu
(Pollination).

Cross curricular links:

Maths: Use of angles, measuring and calculating surface area.

Equipment/Materials:

For habitat boxes: Timber off cuts, screws, battery drill, saw (to be used by adult).

Engage
Trigger questions:


Where do animals live?



What happens when there are not enough
natural homes for animals?



Why are there not enough habitats?



What is a habitat and how can I create or
improve one?
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Background information
Like people, animals need food, water, and shelter to survive. An
animal home or habitat needs to provide all of these things. We
live in houses but animals either use shelter provided by trees, dig
or use burrows, or use engineering to create their own shelter (nest
burrow). The best type of habitats are those provided by nature
itself but people have removed many natural habitats through
building and development, food production and too many people
trying to “tidy up” gardens and natural spaces. Our native trees,
hedgerows and wildflowers, which provide vital food and shelter
for wildlife are cut, strimmed and sprayed with chemicals. In lieu
of natural shelter, we can help animals by providing shelter in
the form of habitat boxes. A box that is used by animals such as
hedgehogs to hibernate in can be known as a hibernaculum.
Real-world application
Many schools have green areas which could be havens for
biodiversity and provide shelter for birds, insects and even
hedgehogs with a few simple alterations in management. In
most cases, wild plants will return by themselves and will attract
birds, bats, hedgehogs and insects. However, when an area has
been managed in a different way for too long, sometimes it can
benefit from some planting of native trees and shrubs, herbs and
pollinator friendly bulbs. The construction of bird boxes, hedgehog
hotels or bee banks could also greatly enhance the habitat if they
are located in the right places.
Even schools with very little green space could benefit from a few
herb planters or window boxes to create micro habitats.
Remember when trying to create or enhance a habitat, make sure
that what you are doing will actually benefit wildlife. Always check
the resources of the All Ireland Pollinator Plan before planting
flowers as most seed packets and seed bombs sold as wildflowers
are not native wildflowers and can damage biodiversity if they
escape into the wild. When making and locating habitat boxes
check that you are placing them in the correct locations for
wildlife, that any paints used are non-toxic and that they don’t
contain sharp edges or anything that may hurt the animals
using them. Organisations like Birdwatch Ireland, the National
Biodiversity Data Centre, Bat Conservation Ireland, The Vincent
Wildlife Trust and the Irish Wildlife Trust are great sources of
information on Irish wildlife.
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Design Challenge
Explore
Carry out a biodiversity survey of the school grounds and see what animals
and plants you can spot.


What birds or animals can you spot?



Are there trees where birds could nest? Is there ivy growing to provide
shelter for making nests? Are there native hedgerows that are allowed to
flower and produce fruit and seeds? Are there places where birds could
drink?



Are there areas where hedgehogs might be able to shelter and find food?



Are there areas where grass is allowed to grow long to provide shelter for
bees and other pollinators? Are wildflowers like dandelions and clover
allowed to flower to provide food? Are there areas of bare earth where
solitary bees could nest?



Are there any suitable areas where a hedgehog hibernaculum, bird or bat
boxes, solitary bee hotels or earth banks could be created?

Plan


Draw a biodiversity map of the school and mark on all the areas that are already good for biodiversity.



Mark on areas where you plan to enhance the natural habitat.



Find suitable locations for bird nest boxes, hedgehog boxes or bat boxes and see how many you will be able to
locate in the school. Remember that the surrounding habitat is the most important thing. Habitat boxes should be
installed in places where there are sources of food, water and natural shelter.

Make


Protecting the natural habitat is the first step. Allow existing hedgerows to flower and produce berries by only
cutting them in rotation every 3 years. Identify areas such as the edges of grass areas or pitches where grass can
be cut only once per year and areas which can be cut every 4 to 6 weeks to allow a range of pollinator friendly
wildflowers to grow. See the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan resources for schools for further ideas. Don’t use any
herbicides, pesticides or poisons.



Consider planting native trees or hedgerows to provide natural food and shelter.



Consider making a hedgehog hibernaculum if you have suitable cover for hedgehogs. You can follow the plans in
the Harry the Hedgehog book which is linked below or design your own. Make sure there are no sharp edges or wire
mesh which can trap or hurt the hedgehog.



Consider constructing bird boxes such as the design in the Robby the Christmas Robin book which is linked below.
Different species of birds use different types of nest boxes, so it is probably best to follow plans when constructing
bird boxes. You will find lots of plans on Irish Wildlife websites. You can also find designs for making bat boxes.



If you don’t have much space, pots, planters or window boxes can be planted with herbs or pollinator friendly bulbs
to make micro habitats.

Evaluate
Continue to survey your school to see what types of wildlife are using your improved habitat.
Are you seeing more species in your school?
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Take the Next Step
Research some species of native Irish trees, wildflowers, birds, mammals, and insects. There are lots of great
websites with information on Irish wildlife, lots of resources, worksheets, and video tutorials available on the
Heritage in Schools website and lots of books on Irish wildlife available to buy.
Endangered species don’t just exist in faraway places. In Ireland, many of our bird species, pollinators and
other invertebrates are at risk of extinction. Find out about some of these and see what you can do to help.
Adapt for Home:
Many gardens would benefit from being less managed and more wildlife friendly and all of the ideas here
could be adapted for home. The Gardening for Biodiversity book and YouTube videos published by Laois
County Council are a great place to start.
Adapt for Junior/Senior level:
Harry the Hedgehog Booklet and Robby the Robin Booklet are a good introduction to the topic for junior
classes. Junior classes love searching for minibeasts in school and building small insect habitat piles or hotels
from leaves and twigs.
Harry the Hedgehog Book by Dale Treadwell is available to download.
Robby the Christmas Robin is available to download.
Follow-up challenge/project/citizen science link:


Get involved in the Birdwatch Ireland Garden Bird Survey from December to February each year to record
the birds visiting your school.



Get involved in the Irish Hedgehog survey to record any hedgehogs visiting your school.



Record sightings of any species of wild plants and animals you can correctly identify with the National
Biodiversity Data Centre.

Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) Links:
Goal 15: Life on Land
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